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stars at dawn:
the clatter of small change
on the coffee shop counter

7



the big empty—
half grass
half sky

8



buffalo bones
a wind less than a whisper
in the summer grass

9



the sea inside     Dakota wheat field

10



day’s end
the length of my fish
the length of my father’s fish

11



heat lightning
the buckle end
of the belt

12



rope marks
on the mustang’s neck
spring wind

13



darkening sky . . .
horses gather
the sound of thunder

14



dust storm
a trickle of blood
from the horse’s nose

15



train tracks the length of a summer day

16



dusty heat
the smell of diesel
and manure

17



Fourth of July
a rodeo clown
carries out the flag

18



8 seconds . . .
the bull rider opens
a hand to the sky

19



midsummer day—
tilting a longneck
all the way up

20



farm country
the different colors
of an old truck

21



without the crows,
just a weathered barn
lost in the fog

22



a cow in the shadow
of an old blue car:
summer pasture

23



starry night
the tops of hay bales
sparkle with frost
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